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Abstract. Biomedical question answering is a great challenge in NLP
due to complex scientific vocabulary and lack of massive annotated corpora, but, at the same time, is full of potential in optimizing in critical
ways the biomedical practices. This paper describes the work carried out
as a part of the BioASQ challenge (Task-7B Phase-B), and targets an integral step in the question answering process: extractive answer selection.
This deals with the identification of the exact answer (words, phrases or
sentences) from given article snippets that are related to the question
at hand. We address this problem in the context of factoid and summarization question types, using a variety of deep learning and semantic
methods, including various architectures (e.g, Dynamic Memory Networks and Bidirectional Attention Flow), transfer learning, biomedical
named entity recognition and corroboration of semantic evidence. On the
top of candidate answer selection module, answer prediction to yes/no
question types is also addressed by incorporating a sentiment analysis
approach. The evaluation with respect to Rouge, MRR and F1 scores, in
relation to the type of question answering task being considered, exhibits
the potential of this hybrid method in extracting the correct answer to
a question. In addition, the proposed corroborating semantics module
can be added on top of the typical QA pipeline to gain a measured 5%
improvement in identifying the exact answer with respect to the gold
standard.
Keywords: Question Answering · Text Comprehension · Attention ·
Dynamic Memory Networks · Biomedical Embeddings · Semantic Analysis · Entity Corroboration · Transfer Learning
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Introduction

Question Answering(QA) is one of the most challenging Natural Language Processing(NLP) tasks, which requires advanced capabilities such as causal reasoning and semantic inferences, generally referred to as Natural Language Understanding (NLU).
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In the life science domains, such as biomedical, there exists a huge potential
for both improving the existing practices and developing optimized methods for
automatic discovery. Neural-based extraction techniques are gaining significant
importance with the fast advancements of deep learning methodology and architectures. With the Stanford’s freely available machine comprehension generic
dataset, SQUAD 1 , the interest in machine comprehension increased at an exponential rate [21]. But the availability of training data becomes a restriction
for specific domains, one being the biomedical domain.
Transfer learning 2 , weakly supervised automated annotation 3 , and synthetic
data generation [23] are proposed for solving such issues, but the extent of the
improvement is still to be defined. In the biomedical domain for instance, a major
challenge is to deal with a highly complex vocabulary, specific abstractions and
polysemy.
The availability of specific domain information contributes however heavily
to domain language understanding. BioASQ [24] is one such initiatives in the
biomedical domain which provides datasets for the evaluation of the main steps
involved in the question answering process. The BioASQ challenge 4 includes
multiple tasks, providing an end-to-end pipeline to improve the way we discover
relevant information from the scientific literature (in this case, Pubmed articles),
such as semantic indexing, information retrieval (IR), question answering (QA)
and summarization.
This paper presents results for the BioASQ Task B-Phase B, where the focus
is to predict an answer to a given question, given the contexts (i.e., relevant snippets of support information from Pubmed) with respect to the question made
available. Based on the question type, the goal is to predict the exact answer.
The challenge includes four types of questions: yes/no, factoid, list, and summary
types. In the summary type, the ideal answer is assumed to be the precise span or
rephrase, while in the factoid type of question, the answer is considered to be one
of the top-5 candidates representing the text spans extracted from the relevant
snippets. Among the various modules in a QA system, answer extraction represents the module which decides the candidates, that is the contexts’ sub-spans
from which the best answer can be derived. Existing approaches towards this
decision often contain a ranking mechanism of candidates using either typical
NLP processing methods like feature-based cues [17], or more recently, neural
methods and embedding spaces. The goal of this work is to integrate the best
deep learning approaches for question answering, while outlining and mitigating
their limits in the biomedical domain. We explore deep learning machine comprehension modules, which outputs the candidate answers ranked in the order
of their probability to be most relevant to the question at hand. The evaluation
is done separately for each question type, and, in this work, we propose adapted
1
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techniques to each type of question in the BioASQ challenge, excluding list, for
which deeper semantic analysis is deemed necessary.
One problem that we identify in general deep QA systems is that the answer
contexts are targeted, partially by most candidates, but this may not be always
done with the best precision: additional residual contextual text can remain as
a part of the candidate answer.
The efficacy of deep learning methods made it possible to obtain very good
results even in specific domains, even in the lack of sufficient data (since transfer learning we can mitigate some of these issues). But, at the same time, the
learned representation denotes still a lack of understanding of the semantics
behind complex biomedical expressions, compound abbreviations, and how to
solve ambiguous cases. In the quest of targeting the exact answers, our aim is to
improve the precision of the deep learning systems by semantically re-ranking
predictions (in the factoid QA task), and extracting the best sub-spans (in the
summarization QA task).
In the next section, the relation between the approaches developed in this
work and the existing state-of-the-art is presented, with a focus on the biomedical
domain.

2

Literature Review

Machine Comprehension has been addressed using a large variety of approaches
e.g, using information retrieval (IR)/ search-based methods, information extraction (IE)/ semantic methods, neural or even hybrid [27] [2]. In an IR-based QA
system, the information indexed from large collections are used to derive the
answers. While in a knowledge-based system, semantic representations of user
queries are formulated, and then used to query semantic graphs.
In the recent years, deep learning approaches have heavily contributed to the
fast advancements towards obtaining usable results for such a complex task. Attention mechanisms [5] are heavily contributing to the success of recent neural
architectures like bidirectional attention flow (bidaf) [10, 22], and transformer
architectures [7, 29] fine-tuned for question answering. Vector representations
(aka. embeddings) constructed at character, word or sentence level are found
to automatically capture to a certain extent the syntactic and semantic properties of the text, leaving behind the need for tedious feature engineering step
of more traditional approaches. These embeddings range from Word2Vec [16],
Glove [19], to domain-specific transfer embeddings for the biomedical task [26],
or BioBERT [13] etc. Further, the embeddings at sentence-level (i.e., for multitoken expressions) like bioSent2Vec [4] have also been transferred to the biomedical domain.
In open domain QA, i.e, machine comprehension in the generic domain, accuracy results are around 90% on datasets such as SQUAD 5 . The same successful
algorithms, but applied in specific domains, where the data availability is an
5
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issue (in addition to dealing with a vocabulary that is different in structure
and expression), construct models which are less performant. Transfer learning
through fine-tuning to questions answering, or to the biomedical domain, has
proven a reliable method [26] to bridge the specificity gap. The benefit is most
visible for models that are meant to perform in specific domains, because they
can benefit from the generically-learned patterns, especially when the available
training dataset is quite small compared to the generic domain.
Adapted solutions to the biomedical consider specific training data sources
(e.g., Pubmed), datasets such as BioASQ, and semantic resources like biomedical
ontologies and knowledge bases which are rigorously curated and maintained. Although semantic technologies can support the information seeking, they cannot
solve by themselves machine comprehension, in the same flexible and efficient
way deep learning approaches manage to.
Having built a deep learning biomedical model for QA, further incorporating
best practices in the area of NLP such as Named Entity Recognitions (NER),
syntactic parsing, or predicate labelling [8] appears to be a promising way to
bridge the semantic gap [12, 14, 25] and improve the results. This paper explores
a variety of techniques including deep learning in collaboration with semantic
analysis for answering to the factoid, yes/no, and summary type of questions in
the BioASQ Task-B Phase-B challenge.
In the next section, we describe the proposed approach for each type of
studied question. Section 4 presents the experimental settings, analysis and discussion of the results. Finally, conclusions and future work insights are briefed
in Section 5.

3

Biomedical QA Methodology

This section is structured around the three types of questions existing in the
BioASQ challenge for question answering: factoid, summarization and yes/no.
For more information about the types of questions and the standard evaluation
associated, we direct the reader to the reference description of the challenge 6 .
Factoid QA has been addressed using bidirectional attention flow mechanism
integrated with semantic corroboration. For the summary-based QA, we have
approached the problem from an extractive summarization point-of-view, and
applied dynamic memory networks(DMN) in conjunction with ELMo embeddings. For yes/no types, the problem is viewed as a sentiment analysis task,
where positivity towards the question represents a yes, and, the contrary case,
a no.
We further detail these methods.
6
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Factoid QA

For Factoid QA, a deep learning approach is chosen due to its astonishing success,
as demonstrated by recent [26, 25, 13], even in the biomedical domain which is
specific and complex.
In recent years on BioASQ, the accuracy of state-of-the-art models has increased from an MRR of 28% [26] to almost 50% claimed by BioBert [13] within
two years, just by considering the neural architecture innovations.
Recently Bert [7]-based architectures achieve on SQUAD an F1 metric of
90%. With a number of less than 1000 annotated factoid questions in the BioASQ
dataset, we are still very far from the more than 100,000 annotations of SQUAD.
The biomedical domain suffers from a lack of annotated data which limits the
ability to obtain the same range of accuracies with the same type of performant
algorithms. Additionally, in the biomedical domain the decisions derived from
the QA systems can have critical consequences, therefore boosting the precision
and robustness of models is critical.
Having the neural architectures evolving towards deriving more distilled models, we focus our attention of how can we semantically analyze the predicted
answer candidates. to mitigate the problem that in the biomedical domain the
QA model predictions are not so precise as in the generic domain.
Specifically, for factoid QA, we adapt Jack the Reader [25] machine comprehension framework (initially presented and tested for generic domain QA)
to the biomedical domain using transfer learning, and applying a bidirectional
attention flow process similar to [22]. The proposed approach for factoid QA is
depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Factoid Question Answering Approach

The system integrates various domain-adaptation methods: first, the use of
transfer learning to infer appropriate embeddings for the biomedical [26]; second, the use of an appropriate semantic analysis and parsing/tokenization using
biomedical lexicons and specific biomedical expressions extractor; third, we add
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a post-processing module which leverages the different forms in which the answer is presented, through normalization of recognized entities, and additional
candidate-to-question coherency study, using bio-phrase embeddings.
Although deep neural networks bring an important improvement with respect
to the identification of answer precise location across multiple contexts, even
state-of-the-art models have difficulties in precisely identifying the best answer.
Statistical analysis of candidates with respect to the gold standard shows that
the ’expected answer’ is present in the candidates set in 83% of cases. This
is an important finding, denoting that the neural model gets the answer, but
either not in the best order (with respect to the MRR metric), or not in the
ideal/compatible format (the same concept is expressed differently), and possibly
in a less concise form. However, the typical measures for evaluating factoid QA
systems give a high score to a test result if all the candidates are in the right order
of relevance, and when the candidate text is strictly equal to the gold standard.
These conditions are very hard to achieve, and with respect to the neural model
predictions, these measures are not capturing in the best way what we expect
from a biomedical QA application, from a usability point of view.
Measuring token overlap is not always appropriate, due to the complex vocabulary that needs to be first normalized across all the data sources.
Studying empirically the root cause, we observe that, most of the time, the
context of the answer is correctly targeted by the model, but the indications
of the attention pointers are not perfectly precise. As a result, the candidates
might be ranked in the wrong order. MRR expects the first candidate to be precisely the gold standard answer, and the subsequent good answers are evaluated
decrementally. In addition, the typical evaluation does not take into account
synonyms and variation of expression: first, expression of the same concept or
entity in different forms, and second, lack of normalization across texts (e.g., of
biomedical abbreviated expressions); finally, compositionality is not taken into
account by the typical tokenizers used. To resume, the lack of uniformity in expression, and mis-parsing complex expressions takes away the opportunity for
the neural model to develop clear intuitions around strong patterns denoting
complex concepts.
A human can however leverage this high conceptual overlap of the neural
candidates, when targeting the right answer contexts. To mitigate these problems, considering that in the majority of cases the answer is ’hidden’ somewhere
in the predicted candidates, then rather than considering the output of the deep
model as the final step, an originality of this work is to consider the resulting
candidate answer spans to a question in a buffer space in which corroboration
of information can be applied.
The first step towards this is semantically normalizing the candidates (e.g,
’alpha-synuclein’ to be equivalent to ”α-synuclein’, ’(mmp)-9’ to be equivalent
to ’matrix metalloproteinase-9’, etc..), which in turn needs entity identification,
aggregation of the semantic evidence, and correlation to the intent of the question. The semantic analysis is expensive in general, but considering applying it
to quite short candidate answer spans (in our model, that would be an average
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length of 25 characters, but in general this is dependent on the neural model
parameters), the processing is much more affordable and ultimately, scalable.
In order to mitigate the above mentioned issues, we introduce two main original steps: corroboration of entities within candidates, and candidate-to-question
coherence measurement.
Corroborating Semantics This module has been introduced to diminish the importance of out-of-biodomain candidate answers, with respect to the question
intent, and to improve the robustness of results. Corroboration is a typical notion for interpreting evidence applied in a possible unreliable setting (e.g., decentralized systems) when trying to assess the ”truth” of a hypothesis, currently
in question. In our case, we can understand it as a voting mechanism that occurs
between the agents involved in the ’decision’, that is, the candidates outputted
by the neural model for a question.
The corroboration of entities makes sure the answers that we get are being
”agreed” as relevant for the biomedical domain by all candidates. To exemplify,
Figure 2 presents a typical output of candidates from a neural QA model, given
a test question, and how corroborating entities extracted from all (typically, top
5) candidates, directly by aggregating concept occurrence, can help in re-ranking
the candidates towards the rightful order expected by the gold standard. The
corroboration score is normalized to have values between 0 and 1.
Note that here we work with what the neural models give as results, therefore
this corroboration logic works only because the neural model reaches already a
reasonable precision in identifying the answer location, and conceptual overlap,
even though it might be introducing surrounding text, and the same concepts
might be expressed differently in different candidates. This is the reason for applying Named Entity Recognition (NER) first, so that we target the core of an
answer, and make abstraction of differences in candidate answer length. Since we
focus on the semantic relevance scores of candidates with respect to the target
biomedical domain, we open the possibility of linking more evidence and involving more elaborate semantic analysis (e.g, link prediction and graph mining),
by augmenting at the same time the interpretability of the results. The first
step towards this corroboration is to apply a biomedical NER to assess whether
there are entities recognized in the candidates text. This step also normalizes
the candidates, in order for them to express in the same way the formulated
concepts.
Candidate-to-Question Coherence Cui2Vec [1] is a recent multimodal biomedical
concept embedding scheme, which associates an embedding vector to a CUI as
defined by UMLS thesaurus 7 .
Additionally, recognizing that the coverage will never be perfect since biodata
are enriched and evolve constantly, we conclude that Cui2Vec embeddings are
useful in the coherency computation of a candidate text with respect to the
question, but they need to be used as a boost, and unfortunately not as a reliable
7
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Fig. 2. Factoid Questions Approach

resource: in the case of missing embedding for a CUI, we need to have a back-up
strategy.
If no entities are identified at all in the candidates, the approach turns towards considering n-grams in the corroboration process. This ensures that the
corroboration and coherence study can be applied between the neural candidates
and the question even in the absence of knowledge from available lexicons, or
CUIs embeddings.
The intent coherence step has been introduced to diminish the importance
of out-of-scope candidate answers. This verification step consists in measuring
the neural candidate span coherence with the question, computed as the cosine
similarity between their embeddings. This enforces the condition of relevancy
to the question intent, since the neural model has a strong bias towards the
contexts from which it has learned from.
The embedding scheme is chosen depending on whether or not there are
biomedical concepts mapped to Cui2Vec; in the positive case, we retrieve the
conceptual embeddings for the text, and we sum them up. We do the same for
the question, and next, their similarity in the embedding space is measured.
In the case in which 1. the candidates and question do not contain biomedical
concepts at all (rare, but existing cases), 2. the concepts haven’t been recognized,
or there exists no Cui2Vec embedding associated, the default case applies: we
backup to overall ngrams corroboration and candidate n-grams coherence study.
For that, the alternative embedding model must be able to operate at the level
of multi-token expressions/sentence, therefore BioSent2Vec [4] is chosen as the
most appropriate option.
Finally, the re-rank score is the multiplication of the corroboration and coherence scores, and each candidate is ranked in accordance with these new probabilities.
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Extractive Answer Selection Module

The focus of this section is to produce extractive summaries using dynamic
memory networks adapted for biomedical data. For the generation of a proper
ideal answer, a combination of extractive and abstractive summarization needs to
be applied. While for question types such as yes/no, list and factoid, an extractive
summarization alone may suffice. But if we view the generation of ideal answer
as a stand-alone task, the end goal will be to produce a comprehensive human
readable summary. Here we focus on the summary QA and yes/no QA.
The general workflow for this task is depicted in Figure 3. The work focuses

Fig. 3. Workflow for Answer Selections using Neural Extractive Summarization

on the extractive answer selection module, which selects the sentences that are
possible elements of the ideal answers. The task here is synonymous to finding
an extractive summary from the contexts given, with respect to the question
at hand. Hence the aim is to train a model that attends to the sentences that
can possibly be the candidates of the ideal answer space. In the proposed work,
Dynamic Memory Networks (DMN) are utilized, which are the attention models
specifically trained for QA problems. DMNs refine the attention mechanism, so
that questions trigger an iterative attention process which allows the model to
condition its attention on the inputs and the result of previous iterations[11][28].
The sub-modules are briefly described in the subsequent sections.
Sentence Embedding Module The input to this module is a triplet (Question,
Context, Ideal Answer), referred to as (Q,C,A). All these elements are subjected
to sentence tokenization. For simplicity, the ideal answer is just referred to as
’Answer’. The proposed approach uses sentence-level attentions for which sentence vectors for (Q,C,A) are computed using ELMo: Deep contextualized word
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representations [20]. ELMo embeddings captures syntax and semantic characteristics and the variations across linguistic contexts. A deep bidirectional language
model (biLM) pre-trained on a large text corpus is used to learn these vectors.
In the current work, contextualized ELMo embeddings provided by Tensorflow
hub is used to construct the sentence vectors 8 . The inputs represented with
ELMo embeddings are fed to attention module.
Sentence-level Attention using Dynamic Memory Networks DMN comprises an
input module, question module, episodic memory module and an answer module. The sentence vectors from the embedding module is encoded to form the
question and context encoders using gated recurrent units (GRU) [6]. In general,
given a training set of input sequences (here context or snippets)and questions,
DMN forms episodic memories, and use them to generate relevant answers. This
module consists of an attention mechanism and a recurrent network that updates
its memory based on given facts. The attention in this model is computed by
constructing similarity measures between each fact, the current memory, and the
original question. So during each iteration, the attention mechanism produces
and episode based on the facts or contexts, question and the previous memory.
The memory is updated by doing a weighted pass with a GRU over the input
facts. In order to avoid adding incorrect information into memory when the context is shorter then the full length of the matrix, an attention mask is created.
The final state of GRU is the input to the answer module. The resulting sentence
vector is the sentence in the context that is closest in distance to the result in
our final output. This sentence is selected by assigning a score for each sentence,
which is the final result’s distance from the sentence. Consequently, the top k
(here k=2) sentences are extracted, which form the candidate sentences for the
ideal answer 9 .

3.3

Yes/No Answering Model

In the proposed work, a preliminary model for yes/no QA is also tried out. In
this model, the output of the candidate answer selection module, i.e., the ideal
answers are used as the input. If the exact word ’Yes’ or ’No’ is already in the
selected sentences, then it is a definitive ’Yes’ or ’No’ respectively. Otherwise, a
sentence based sentiment analysis is performed, to check whether the sentence
conveyed a positive or negative sentiment. This is done using the NLTK-VADER
sentiment analyzer [9]. A senti-score is computed, and if it is positive, an ’Yes’
is assigned, or a ’No’ in the contrary case. In the neutral cases, an ’Yes’ is
assigned (this is a crude approach, observing that most of the BioASQ answers
relate to ’Yes’). The next section presents the experimental settings, analysis
and discussions of the results obtained in Task-B Phase-B.
8
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Experimental Analysis

We further detail in the experiments section the method choices and experiments,
for the studied question types.

4.1

Factoid QA

For factoid QA, we apply deep learning by training on the BioASQ dataset
7b for question answering, which contains around 800 proper factoid questions
annotated with relevant snippets, and gold standard answers.
In the experiments for the factoid QA we first train the neural QA model.
The best obtained bidirectional attention flow model has been trained with the
following parameters: repr dim of 25, max span size of 25, Adam value 0.001,
dimension of vectors 500, all trained over 30 epochs, with a biomedical word2vec
(transfer embeddings) vocabulary size of 1,943,494. The results exhibit in terms
of MRR surpass the 26% of [26] with 2%. Knowing that the best model of
the 2018 competition on factoid achieved a best of 30% [3], these results are
statistically significant. Better results are obtained with the recent Biobert [13].
In our experiments, we have employed an adapted parser for the biochemical
space 10 , and included a couple of biomedical NER tools, in-house or generic
e.g., BioBert for NER 11 ).
The UMLS concept identification technique 12 has been used as alternative to
typical entity recognition. UMLS concepts identified, we can retrieve their CUI
(Concept Unique Identifier) mapping, needed further for retrieval of Cui2Vec [1]
embeddings. With more than 100,000 concepts covered, Cui2Vec is considered
the largest collection of embeddings for the biomedical domain. However, in our
experiments, we observed that the Cui2Vec collection is still incomplete with
respect to all possible biomedical concepts present in text.
The intuition behind the post-processing of candidates for factoid QA relies
on the availability of accurate embedding schemes for the biomedical domain,
and the completeness of knowledge bases which can assist the corroboration.
The experiments show an improvement of 5% on the exact answer identification, which is statistically significant. This approach has the merit of being
potentially applicable to various machine comprehension models, since it starts
operating once we have the candidates answers given by the neural model, thus
boosting the results of any neural QA model in a post-prediction phase.
Further experiments include exploring more candidates re-ranking schemes
and different bio-embeddings types, which has a direct influence on the accuracy
of results, and beyond, on the different QA system usecases.
10
11
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Summary and Yes/No QA

For Summary and Yes/No QA, the DMN neural model is trained with the following parameters for extractive answer selections: a learning rate of 0.005, dropout
probability 0.5, 4 number of passes in episodic memory, and a recurrent layer
size of 128, 1024 dimension of vectors, and a hidden layer size of 256, considering
30,000 training-iterations, and number of attended sentences, k equal to 2.
A demo of the candidate sentence selection task done using the above approach is shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Fig. 4. Attention Mechanism: Case1

Fig. 5. Attention Mechanism: Case2

The highlighted portion (red color) in each of these figures, represent the
sentences attended by the attention mechanism used in proposed approach. In
both cases, it can be observed that the attended sentences potentially represent
the answer space.
In Figure 4, it can be observed that some of the sentences which appear to
be more important are less attended. For instance, here the first sentence needs
to be given a high priority based on human understanding. In future, these
problems will be focused, and the intepretability also will be investigated.
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In BioASQ challenge, for Summary QA, Rouge score is used to automatically
evaluate the ideal answers. Rouge measures the overlap between the ideal answer
generated to the reference answer constructed by human experts. The widely
used versions of Rouge, R2 and RSU4 are used in the challenge. R2 computes
the n-gram overlap, where n=2. RSU4 is the version of ROUGESU with the
maximum distance between words of any skip bigram is limited to 4[15].
In the BioASQ Task-7B Phase-B challenge, the proposed approach for yes/no
and summary QA using extractive answer selections was tested in Batch 4 and 5.
For the Yes/No questions, accuracy is computed by comparing against the exact
answers provided by the experts. Here the accuracy is defined as the ratio of
correctly answered yes/no questions (c) to the total number of yes/no questions
(n).
Analyzing the experimental results of different BioASQ challenges from 1-7,
it was noted that in different batches, the performances varied subjective to the
test data set. For Yes/No questions, the top performances varied from 0.87 to
1.00 while for summary the top performance range was from 0.3 to 0.75. Taking
into account these factors of variability, the comparison is done only with the
top score systems in challenge-7 (batch 4 and 5), where the proposed approach
was tested for yes/no and summary type QA. In Table 1, the comparison of
proposed approach on the SUmmary and Yes/No QA types is compared with
the top-performing systems of BioASQ challenge-7 (batch 4 and 5).

Table 1. Comparison of Proposed Approaches with BioASQ challenge Top Ranked
Systems.

In Batch 4 and 5, BioBERT-DMIS-4 is top ranked in Yes/No QA while
MQ-4 in Summary QA. For the Yes/No QA, the proposed approach used a
simple model using the NLP based sentiment analysis over the results obtained
after extractive answer selections, which gives a macro-F1 score of 0.58 in Batch
5 and 0.35 in Batch 5. The result indicates that the approach is not sufficient
enough to derive to exact Yes/No answer from the attended sentences. Analyzing
the performance of MQ-4 on the same, it is found that performance is almost
comparable.
In Summary QA, the proposed approach exhibited a reasonable performance
on both batches, and was second ranked according to the task evaluation after
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the MQ-4 systems 13 . An improvement in system performance from Batch 4
to 5 is also noted, which can be attributed to training with larger amount of
data. Still the complete data was not used, which will be addressed in future.
We believe that the performance can be improved by using bio-embeddings and
integration of semantic approaches.

5

Conclusion and Future Insights

The main focus of this work is to explore the different deep learning and knowledge based approaches for biomedical QA. This paper analyzes the potential
of using various deep learning models and embeddings, in collaboration with
a novel method of semantic post-processing of results to enhance the accuracy
of results. For extractive answer selection, a sentence-level attention mechanism
with contextualized vector representations is studied. The automatic evaluation
with Rouge scores for the summarization part exhibits good performance.
A novel approach is presented for the semantic re-ranking of candidates using the concepts of corroboration and coherence. Experiments show this postprocessing step of neural candidates can improve with 5% the identification of
exact answer, on top of the neural model performance.
More experiments are ongoing for the assessment of the degree in which
semantics can help, what is the relative importance of the tools we use, especially
related to the embddings, and other sources of knowledge considered in the
process.
Semantic information can be extracted from multiple biomedical knowledge
bases and ontologies, such as PubMed Mesh 14 , EBI 15 etc. Aggregating these
semantic sources and computing graph embeddings can be beneficial towards
seamingly incorporating semantics into neural networks and enhancing the representation learning. Computing better embeddings for the biomedical domain
is a very promising direction, and aggregating more knowledge is also expected
to further improve the results.
BioASQ dataset is still very small in comparison with state-of-the-art machine comprehension datasets such as SQUAD. A fair pursuit would be to explore the potential of weakly supervised techniques for biomedical QA, and other
automatic and semi-automatic annotation methods.
We believe that the deep neural models and knowledge-based systems complement the biomedical domain QA system needs, especially in terms of interpetability: therefore our vision goes towards a tighter collaboration between
the two, at architecture level [18], for more precise and reliable biomedical text
comprehension.
13
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